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This lecture will give an overall view on the aspects of ecological research in the tropics. The

delimitation of the tropics and the relevant areas which have been and which are subject of

studies will be tackleä. The lecture will raise several open questions which need answers in

the future.

The lecture will present many slides in the background from plants, animals and landscapes

from tropical regions and träpical sceneries, but will also discuss examples of former and

ongoing German research projects.

Ecological studies in the tropics is a very wide field. lt comprises many subjects and

discipänes. Tropical regions äre three-dimensional as other zonobiomes, too. Thus, the

lowland and the mountäin tropics, the whole elevational sequence is an important fact with

many open ecological but also economical and social questions. ln all 
. 
mountains and

especiatty in the träpics sustained upslope services and downslope safety depend on slope

stäuitity wnicr, in turn depends on a diverse and intact vegetation cover with associated

animai and microbial life. ln this respect the GMBA, the Global Mountain Biodiversity

Assessment is very active.

There have been good long-term projects. Scientists in Tropical Ecology should be aware

that for decades äreaOy tiere have been sophisticated studies in the tropics (there are

archives and good documentations). They should avoid to invent the wheel for a seventh

time. There was the TOB-programme Oy ine Ministry of Economical Cooperation (BMZ)' it

was stopped without good reäsons. Fuiure projects should also be planned for decades

(trees lve tonger thanä decade). lt makes no sense tofinance doctoral students only two

y""r. (this is tost iax payers money;. Future research projects shou!-d be maintained in all

major iropical regions,'inöluding the-arid tropics, probably not only by Germany but by a pan-

European action Plan.

We need more joint projects with tropical countries and institutions. Tropical Ecology needs

specialists (in many ii"täs e.g. taxonomy and systematics, as well as in basic ecology to do

analysis anä synthäsis and ii many othär fields of biology as e.g. mycology, but also in soil

science etc.).

But how we can attract students to study tropical biology, if many faculties of German

universities (and elsewhere?) drop oganismic biology and become..Iote and more

unbalanced. Biology is much more scieice than investigations dealing with Drosophila and

Arabidopsis. This L 
"r"n 

more important regarding tropical biology. Data base systems for

systemätics and taxonomy with images and-identification parameters or.keys are urgently

needed. Herbaria as documentation ienters have to be maintained and enlarged, despite- the

i;;;i rnäny Oiologicat faculties have forgotten or even deny the worth of herbaria. Many

good museums in inä western world do a väry good job in documentation and conservation.

Students still need textbooks (the new edition of the totally revised volume 2 of the ,,Ökologie

der Erde" is one reason toi tnis plenary-lecture). Students still should have chances to

participate biological excursions, this is älways the most efficient way of learning' ls the

German situation hopeful or hopeless? The very nice exhibitions which are presented here

and there are a gooä sign. They present food for thoughts. Biolog-y students (in Germany'

and in other couniriese) ieeo more freedom and own responsibility for their curriculum e.g. in

choosing their subjects'during studies. Universities and Faculties have to offer more practical

courses and excuisions (inclirding tropical areas for advanced students). ln general, Natural

Science should become ägain a major and not only facultative topic in all schools.

The modern methods, now available, should be used adequately to improve our

understanding of the dynamics and processes (regeneration, interactions etc.) in ecosystems
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